
RALLY – LUXEMBOURG 2019 

Rules and regulation 
 
 

 
     1. Definition 
 

The VESPA-CLUB LUXEMBOURG organizes a regularity Rally in VESPA type scooters or similar, called  
VESPA RALLY - LUXEMBOURG. The Rally will start May 31st. in Pétange and will arrive on June 1st in 
Differdange. 
 
The Rally has 80 participants, divided into 20 teams of 4 people. 
 
The benefit for each participant includes: 
1 welcome bag - 1 log book - technical assistance (limited) 
1 bronze plate and 1 bodywarmer 2019 edition of the Rally - Luxembourg 
coffee - croissants at departure + 1 breakfast + 2 breaks 
31.05.19 - 1 night in a double room in a 4 * Hotel 
1 festive dinner with beverages 
the daily routing of luggage in the morning for the evening 
 
Baggage, not accessible during the day, must be deposited at least ¼ hour before departure. They will be 
collected at night on arrival. 
 
The lunches are at the expense of each participant. 

 
 

2. Stages 
 

 The route consists of two stages: 
 

Friday 31st May: Pétange – Wemperhardt 
 
Saturday 01 June: Wemperhardt - Differdange 

 
 

3. Competitors 
 

By joining the Rally, all participants declare to be at least 16 years old and over. In the case of an 
incident, any pilot, if he is carrying a passenger to help him out, will do so on his own responsibility. 
Pilots must have a valid driving license. They must wear a homologated helmet and approved gloves 
throughout the event. The organizer strongly recommends the wearing of all appropriate comfort and 
safety equipment. 
Each participant must comply with the traffic regulations in force in the territory where he is located. He 
must be able to present all documents that can be requested by the local authorities, relating to his 
scooter or his own identity. 

 
 
4. Scooters 

 
Each registered scooter must be considered suitable by the organizer for the rally. (Characteristics, 
model, power, general condition). The Scooters must be approved and ensured for driving on open 
roads. The accompanying papers must be available on request during the entire rally.  
Each driver must ensure that his scooter is in perfect condition and equipped with emergency repair 
items such as candles, cables, pulleys, spare wheel, etc. 

A first aid kit and a yellow vest are required. 
 



5. Average speed   
 

As the Rally is a regularity circuit, the average kilometric / hourly reference is that of the category in 
which a team is registered (C or A). A team can be made up of scooters of different categories. Any team 
with only one classic scooter competes in the classic category! Every day there is a break time, which is 
added to the travel time and the "travel time" results! 
 
Example: 5 hours of planned travel time + 1 hour break = 6 hours of travel time 

 

6. Assistance 
 

Basic amateur support is offered throughout the rally. It is limited to the only track defined in the rally's 
road book. 
The drivers and scooters, who have deliberately strayed from the course, are not rescued by the 
assistance. They take full responsibility for their for their course deviations and are  
 
The assistance vehicle is likely to recover machines that can not be repaired on the track .Unfortunate 
pilots must be supported and taken with by the rest of the team. 

 
The repairs are done free of charge. The cost of the spare parts provided by the assistance is payable in 
the evening upon arrival. 
 

7. Signage 
 
Throughout the rally, participants must clearly display the identification stickers provided to them by the 
organizers at the start on their scooters. The loss or removal of the signage leads to a punishment 
(article "penalties") 
 

 
8. Procedure 

 
The event takes place in teams of 4 scooters / 4 people. Departures are set every two minutes in 
advance to the exact hour and minute. Only the official clock in the start and finish line is valid. 
 
The participant number of each team corresponds to its starting minute. 
Example: Team 900 will start at 09:00 - Team 902 will start at 09:02 - etc. 
 
A team that does not appear exactly at the time of the start will be punished (article "penalties"). 
 
Each team appoints its captain. The organizer notes the mileage of his scooter at the beginning of the 
stage. This serves as a reference for the track driven by the team. 
The captain attaches the banner with the number of the team on his scooter! 
In case of a malfunction of the reference scooter speedometer, the mileage of the ideal mileage distance 
is retained, plus a penalty. (Ad. Article "Penalties") 
 
For the next stage, a new reference driver will be appointed among the team members. 
This will attach the banner of the captain on his scooter. 
 
Digital tachometers are not allowed as reference tachometers! 
 
If no other reference driver can be appointed, the team will be punished equally every day. (Ad. Article 
"Penalties") 
 
Each team must follow the itinerary specified in the travel protocol. It has to go through the checkpoints 
and reach the average speed km / h for this category. 
 
The arrival times indicated by the organizer are to be followed as far as possible. 
 
Every team has to reach the goal with all their teammates and scooters. If a team is incomplete on 
arrival, a penalty will be imposed. (Ad. Article "Penalties") 
If a scooter or team member can not start, the penalty will be imposed only once. 
 
If at least 2 of the 4 scooters in a team leave the race, the team is disbanded. The number on its banner 
is crossed through. The rest of the team members are free to continue the rally anyway. 



 

 

9. Check-points  
 

1 to 3 Check-points are on the agenda. They are included in the road book. Each competitor must have 
his road book stamped at the checkpoint, otherwise a penalty is imposed (Ad Article "penalties") At the 
end of each stage, all members of the team must present their road book to the controllers and thus 
have the checkpoint validation certified. The organizer reserves the right to make "flash"checkpoints, 
which are not marked in the road book. If a team or one of its members is  
seen at a standstill, even both feet on the ground, less than one km from the finish, the team will be 
penalized .(Ad. Article "penalties") 

 

 

10. Penalties 
 
At the start of the Rally, each team starts with zero penalty points. The team that will score the lowest 
penalty points on the arrival of the rally is the winner of the rally.  
A ranking of teams with awards for the first three teams will be made at the end of the Rally. In case of a 
draw, the winners will be separated by a subsidiary question. 

 

Table of penalties 
 

No Description Penalty-points 

1 Every minute in advance or late at arrival 20 

2 Each kilometre difference at arrival 20 

3 Failure of check-point on each participants roadbook 1000 

4 Team stopping or one of team members near arrival 1000 

5 Late at departure time 1000 

6 Absence of scooter/member 1000 

7 Absence of roadbook 1000 

8 Absence of starting banner 500 

9 Malfunction of leader speedometer 1000 

10 Impossibility of designation of leader speedometer 1000 

11 Falsification of roadbook or speedometer disqualification 

 

 
11.  Validity of the rules and regulations 

 
Only this regulation is valid for the duration of the Rally. 
Any decision relating to the rules is the sole responsibility of the organizer. 
No competitor may avail himself of any other regulation. 
 
If a team member fails to comply with the above articles, the organizer reserves the right to exclude his team 
from the rally, especially in case of unfair behavior or if the health of others is endangered by his behavior.  
 
In the event of non-respect of the preceding articles by one of the members of a team, the organizer 
reserves the right to exclude from the Rally all his team, especially, in case of non-fairplay behavior, even 
dangerous for the life of others. 
 
The organization declines any responsibility, so that no compensation is due to any participant by the 
organizer, whatever may happen. 
 
! By participating in the Rallye-Luxembourg 2019 by registration, each competitor irrevocably accepts all the 
provisions of this regulation! 

 

 
 
Responsables organisation :  Laurent Mailliet  Sam Curzietti   Marco Mondaini 
Technical managers :   Marco Galli    Pasquale De Michele 



Logistics managers :    Robi Tomasini  Manu Colicchia 
 
Welcome : 31 Mai 2019 from 07:30 – Hotel Threeland –  50, Rue Pierre Hamer à Pétange 
Start :             31 Mai 2019 at 09:00 – Hotel Threeland –  50, Rue Pierre Hamer à Pétange 
Arrival : 01 Juin 2019 between 16:00 and 18:00  – Place de l’Hôtel de Ville à Differdange 
 
 
 
 
 


